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Abstract-we consider discounted Markov decision processes with genera1 state and action spaces 
and bounded Bore1 measurable cost functions. We extend the idea of occupation measures given in 
Borkar [l]. And constructing the occupation measure associated with a sequence of policies under 
a system-assumption, we prove the existence theorem of optimal stationary policies. Here, the as- 
sumptions of continuity and compactness are excluded and the discussion is done in the class of Bore1 
measurable policies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies on discounted Markov decision processes (DMDP’s) with general state and action spaces 
and bounded Bore1 measurable cost functions have been found mainly in [2,3]. They discussed 
DMDP’s by the idea of the dynamic programming and proved the existence theorem of optimal 
policies. 
In this paper, we adopt the approach by discounted occupation measures introduced by 
Borkar [l], who proved the existence of an optimal stationary policy in DMDP’s with count- 
able state and compact action spaces. We extend the idea given in [l] to the general case. First, 
we introduce the occupation measure associated with a sequence of policies. And constructing 
it by applying the method presented in Rogers [4], we prove the existence theorem of optimal 
policies. 
Borkar (11 needed the assumptions of compactness of the action space and continuity of the 
transition matrix and the cost function and ergodicity of Markov chain induced by any stationary 
policies. Here these assumptions are excluded, but only one reasonable system-assumption is used, 
which, for example, can be applied to replacement problems [5,6]. 
For examples of approaches by occupation measures for the average cost criterion, see Borkar (11 
and Kurano [7,8]. In the remainder of this section, we define the problem to be examined. In 
Section 2, a discounted occupation measure is introduced and its validity for optimization is 
given. In Section 3, we introduce a system-assumption, under which the occupation measure is 
constructed and the existence theorem of optimal policies is proved. Also, in the case of countable 
state space, we show the existence of an optimal stationary policy. 
A Bore1 set is a Bore1 subset of a complete separable metric space and for a Bore1 set X, ax 
denotes the Bore1 subsets of X. Let (S, A, c, Q) be Markov decision processes (MDP’s), where 
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S and A are Bore1 sets which stand for the state and action spaces, respectively. The bounded 
real valued Bore1 measurable function c on 5’ x A is an immediate cost function and Q is the 
law of motion, which is taken to be the stochastic kernel on EJs x S x A; i.e., for each (5, a) E 
S x A, Q(. 1 2,~) is a probability measure on Bs; and, for each D E t3s, Q(D 1 .) is a Bore1 
measurable function on S x A . 
The sample space is the product space R = (S x A)” such that the projection Xt, A, on the 
tth factors S,A describe the state and the action of the tth time of the process (t 2 0). 
A policy will be a sequence n = (no, ~1, . . . ) such that, for each t 2 0, 7rt is a stochastic kernel on 
BA X S x (A x S)t with rt(A 1 ~0, a~, . . . ,at_l,xt) = 1, for all (so,ao, . . . ,at_l, zt) E S x (Ax S)t. 
Let II denote the class of policies. For any D E Bs, we denote by T(A 1 D) the set of all stochastic 
kernels, a’, on B.4 x D. 
A policy 7r = (7roro,7r1,. . ) is a randomized stationary policy if there exists a @ E T(AIS) such 
that 7rt(. 1 ~0,. . . ,q) = (a(. I q), for all (~o,uo,, . . , xt) E S x (A x S)t and t > 0. Denote the 
corresponding policy by @(O”). 
For any D E Bs, we denote by B(D --+ A) the set of all Bore1 measurable functions: u : D -+ A. 
A randomized stationary policy @(O”) is called stationary if there exists an f E B(S 4 A) such 
that @({f(z)} I z) = 1, f or all CC E S. Such a policy will be written by f(“). 
For any Bore1 set X, we denote by P(X) the set of all probability measures on X. Let 
Ht = (Xo,Ao,.. . , At-,, X,). It is assumed that, for each 7r E II and initial state distribution 
u E P(S), we can define the probability measure P,” on R in an obvious way. 
We consider the following discounted case with a discount factor /3, (0 < ,0 < 1): For any policy 
7r E II and initial state distribution v E P(S), let 
T-l 
where E,” is the expectation with respect to P,“. Let 
(p(Y) := i& (p(Y, 7T). 
For any E 2 0, we say that r* E II is (v, c)-optimal if (P(Y, 7r*) 5 V(V) + E. A (v, 0)-optimal policy 
is simply called v-optimal. Also, K* is called optimal ifv(x,r*) = V(Z), for all z E S, where the 
degenerate initial distribution concentrated at the point 2 is denoted by x. 
For any Bore1 set X, we denote by B(X) the set of all bounded Bore1 measurable function 
on X. We will need the following well-known lemma which is used in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.1 [9]. For any @ E T(A ) S) and any u E B(S x A), there is an f E B(S 4 A) such 
that 
u(5, f(x)) I s u(x,a)@(da I x), 
for all x E S. 
2. OCCUPATION MEASURES 
In this section, we define an occupation measure and given its validity for optimization. Asso- 
ciated with v E P(S) and r E II, we define the functional L,?, on B(S x A) by 
L,,(g) := (I - P)-’ 2 PtE::(g(Xt, At>), 
t=o 
for all g E B(S x A). (2-l) 
For any D E Bs, A, when g = 1~ in (2.1), we write it simply by L,,,(D), where ID is the indicator 
of D and ID(x) = 1, if x E D and ID(X) = 0 otherwise. We note that (P(Y,T) = (1 - p)L,,,(c). 
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gP(d(z, a)) I l\m&f &,+(g), for all g E B(S x A), (2.2) 
p is called an occupation measure associated with Y and {n”}. Let us prove the following result 
using the idea given by Borkar [l]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {T?} be any sequence of policies and v E P(S). Suppose that there exists an 
occupation measure I_L E P(S x A) associated with u and (7P). Then there is a randomized 
stationary policy a(*) satisfying 
(2.3) 
PROOF. We decompose the occupation measure p into vo E P(S) and Q E T(AIS) such that 
pp1 x 02) = 
s 
@‘(D2 I zko(dz), for all II1 E BS and & E BA, 
D1 
(for example see [lo, p. 139)). For simplicity, put h(s) := cp(s, @t”)). Then, we have 
P(Z, a) := ~(5, a) + P 
s 
f+/)Q(& I 2, a) 
it holds that 
J PC& aMe> a))= 0. 
Clearly it holds that, for any given 7r E II, 
- h(x) 7 
for all 2 E S, 
(2.4) 
(p(y, Q(“‘) zzz E’p(“’ 
” (Wo)) = Sh(+w = E;(h(Xo)). (2.5) 
Let 
Wt := Ptc(Xt, At) + Pt+‘h(Xt+l) - /3%(X,), 
for each t 2 0. Then, since 
f: wt = -$ Ptc(Xt, At) + PT+lh(XT+l) - h(Xo), 
t=o t=o 
we have 
E; ($ Ptc(& At)) - E,“(h(Xi,)) = E; 5 ( t=O -t) - PT+lEXh(XT+l)). 
As T + co in the above, it follows from (2.5) that 
(2.6) 
where t3t = a(Xtl, AtI : t’ 5 t). From the definition of wt, we observe that for each t 2 0, 
E;(w I 6) = Ptp(&,At). 
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Thus, replacing x by rn in (2.6), we get 
~Y(v,~?)-~J(v,@(~)) =(l-p)Ly,,n(p), forallnzl. 
As n -+ 00 in the above, we obtain, by (2.2) and (2.4), 
which implies (2.3). 
2 (1 - Pb I PCS, aMdb7 a>) = 0, 
I 
3. OPTIMAL POLICIES 
In this paper, we introduce a system-assumption which ensures the existence of the action which 
has positive occurrence probability and construct an occupation measure. By this discussion, we 
prove the existence theorem of an optimal policy. 
The following lemma is well-known. But, we prove it for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any randomized stationary policy @ (O”), there exists a stationary policy f(“) 
such that 
p(z,fCm)) <(~(s,@(~)), forallzES. 
PROOF. Let h(z) := ‘p (zr, @(03)). Then, we have 
(3.1) 
By Lemma 1.1, there is an f E B(S -+ A) such that 
h(z) 2 42, a> + J G)Q(& I 2, f(s)), for all z E S, 
which means 
cp (+I’-‘) L cp (? (f,q) , 
where (f, @(m)) = (f, @, a’, . . . ). Applying (3.2) iteratively, we see that for each n > 1, 
(3.2) 
cp (2,Q(03)) 2 cp (z, (fn,Qcm))), for z E S. (3.3) 
where (fn, a(@‘)) = (ji, fs,. . . ,fn,(P,(P,. . .) and fi = f (i = 1,2,. . . ,n). Therefore, since 
lim ‘p (zr, (fn, @(“))) = cp(z, f(“)), by letting n + 00 in (3.3), we get cp (~,a(~)) 2 cp (z, f(“)), 
71-m 
which completes the proof. I 
The following theorem is one of results obtained by Blackwell [2], who has proved it using 
the contractive operator concerning DMDP’s. Here, we can prove it easily by the method of 
occupation measures. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any v E P(S) and E > 0, there exists a (u, c)-optimal stationary policy. 
PROOF. By the definition of (P(Y), there exists a x E II with cp(v,r) 5 (P(Y) + E. We define 
,u E P(S x A) by 
p(D) := L,,,(D), for all D E BjSxA. 
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Then we see that ~1 is the occupation measure associated with Y and {r”}, where rn = r, 
for all 7~ 2 1. Thus, by Lemma 2.1, there exists a randomized stationary policy Q(m) with 
cp (K a)‘“‘) < (P(Y, r). H ere, applying Lemma 3.1, the proof is complete. I 
For any positive number to, S > 0 and a0 E A, ~0 E S, let 
rI to,ao hm := (7r E II 1 P,“(X, = 20, A, = ao, for some t(0 I t I to)) 2 6, for all IC E S}. 
Throughout this section, the initial distribution v E P(S) is fixed. Here, we introduce the 
following assumption under which an occupation measure will be constructed. 
ASSUMPTION A. There exists to 2 0, b > 0, and a0 E A, X:O E S satisfying that, for any 7r E II, 
there exists 7r’ E II&T with +(v, X) 2 ~(zJ, n’). 
Using a policy 7r belonging to $,J: means the probability that we take the action a0 until 
the toth time is not smaller than 6. For example, in replacement problems of some machine, 
the action a0 is taken as “replace the deteriorating one” [5,6]. Under Assumption A, the class 
n 2;: become to be complete, that is, it is sufficient to consider only II:;: in order to obtain an 
optimal policy. Thus, under Assumption A, there exists a {7rn} c III such that rn E IIfVao and 
(p(V,7?) + (p(Y) as n + cx). 
Now, we will try to construct an occupation measure associated with v and {rn} by applying 
the method of obtaining a measure from a pre-measure, which should be referred to [4,11] in 
detail. 
We define a set function on BSxA by 
T(D) := liminf L,,,n(D), for all D E BSXA. 
n-+cu 
Clearly it holds that ~(4) = 0 and 0 I 7(D) I 1 for all D E BjSxA, which shows 7 is a pre- 
measure. Note that 7 satisfies the superadditivity: 
for any sequence {Ai} with 
Using the pre-measure 7, 
by 
Ai E BsXA and Ai fl Aj = q5 (i # j). 
we define the set function ji of the collection of all subsets of S x A 
DcSxA, 
where #(D) = inf C,EOsxn,d(C;)~6,UC*>D Cz”=, T(Ci), d(C) = SUP,,~~C 4z, Y>, C c S x A and 
d is a metric on S x A. Since all Bore1 sets are fi-measurable, the restriction of b to BSXA is a 
measure on f3sxA (see [4] in detail). We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then: 
(i) j%(D) 5 T(D) for all D E k&xA, 
(ii) flto8 5 $S x A) 5 1. 
PROOF. From the superadditivity of 7, clearly (i) follows. For (ii) by Assumption A, fi(S x A) 2 
~~({zEo} x (~0)) 2 Pto6. Thus, (ii) follows. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then, there exists an occupation measure 
associated with v and {P}. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that there exists a constant K. > 0 and ,u E P(S x A) satisfy- 
ing (2.2). We define ,Q E P(S x A) by p(e) := ,G(.)/fi(S x A). From Lemma 3.2(ii), we see p is 
well defined. Let g be a nonnegative valued simple function defined by 
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g(2) := &xJ&, 
i=l 
where Di E BSXA, Q n Dj = $(i # j), Uy=“=, Di = S x A and ai 2 0(1 < i 5 m). Then, we 
have: 
lim inf Lv,T’L 
7L-CO 











from Lemma 3.2(i) and the definition of p, 
=Ic s hdp, where K = I_1(S x A). 
For any g E B(S x A) with g > 0, let {gk} be a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative valued 
simple functions with lim,,,g, = g. Then by the above result, it holds that 
K I g&P 5 l;y$f -&r” (Sk) 
5 lim inf L,,,vb (g), for all k > 1. 
71-a 
As k --+ 00 in the above, applying the monotone convergence theorem, we get 
Let g E B(S x A). Then, there exists a > 0 with g - a 2 0. By the above result, we get 
K 
s 




gdp - na,u(S x A) I 1imiEf Lv,,y! (g) - a. 




gdp i ‘in&f L,,,n (g). I 
Here, we prove the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then there exists a v-optimal stationary 
policy. 
PROOF. Recall that (P(Y, 7~~) + (P(Y) as n -+ oo. From Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.2, there exists 
a randomized stationary policy @loo) such that ‘p(v,@(O”)) = P(Y). Applying Lemma 3.1, the 
theorem can be proved. I 
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Notice that Theorem 3.3 holds without assumptions of continuity and compactness, which have 
been supposed in Borkar [l]. Also, notice that Theorem 3.3 is given in the class of Bore1 measur- 
able policies. That is, in order to describe the results of Theorem 3.3, we do not need universally 
measurable policies which Bertsekas and Shreve [lo] used to prove the general existence theorem 
for DMDP’s. 
When the state space S is countable, the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that Assumption A holds. Then, if S is countable, there exists an 
optimal stationary policy. 
PROOF. As the state space is countable, we can use the well-known method to construct an 
optimal policy (see [lo] for example). By Theorem 3.3, for each CC E S, there exists an optimal 
stationary policy J$“’ with cp(z, f$“‘) = v(z). Here, we define f by 
f(x) = fz(x), for all 2 E S. 
Let us prove that f(“) . IS optimal. By the definition of fi”‘, we have, for all z E S, 
V(X) = cp (x7 9’) 
2 4x7 f(x)) + PC qz,,(.fz(~))cp(Y)~ 
?4ES 
where ql,y(a) = Q({y} 1 ~,a). Thus, we get for all 2 E S, 
V(X) 2 U@(X) T 
where the operator Uf on B(S) is defined by 
U&) = c(z, f(x)) + P 1 Qz,y(f(z))g(Y), for g E B(S) 
YES 
By the monotonicity of Uf , we can prove inductively 
cp(z) > q&G), for all n 2 1, (3.6) 
where UT = Uf UT-’ 
( > 
(n > 2) and U; = Uf. It is well-known (see [2,3] for example) that for 
any g E B(S x A), 
Ufng(z) --+ cp (CC, f(“)) as 72 --) 00. 
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